
 

 

“Design is not just what it looks like and feels like. Design is how it works.” 
Steve Jobs 

 

Workscape, a Pittsburgh based, woman-owned business enterprise, helps maximize an organization’s 

two greatest assets and cost centers: its people and its facilities.  Workscape provides innovative 

approaches to meeting top organizational challenges like enabling collaboration, speed to market, 

generational overlaps on teams and branding.  The thoughtful selection of office furnishings and better 

ways to create space that more closely match an organization’s vision are our stock in trade. 

Workscape is proud to be the exclusive regional representative for two of the industry’s most highly 

respected thought-leaders, Knoll and DIRTT. Knoll has an unmatched history of design excellence in the 

office furniture world and its commitment to quality and research has kept the company relevant for 

over 70 years.  Best known for its iconic pieces like the Barcelona chair and its affordable workstations, 

Knoll has built on its rich design heritage to remain a market leader in quality and innovation. 

 

                         
 

                                                                                         

DIRTT is the largest and fastest growing pre-fabricated interior construction company in North America.  

In less than 10 years, DIRTT went from start-up to the dominant manufacturer by committing to and 

delivering on the promise that of building it better.  Before DIRTT, interior construction had been largely 

unchanged for more than a century, remaining in the dark ages while the rest of the world embraced 

technological innovation.  DIRTT’s groundbreaking software (based on JAVA and gamification) has 

enabled interior construction to be smart, green, fast and most importantly, flexible.  By rethinking all 

that we know about construction, DIRTT now helps build spaces faster and cheaper with enhanced 

attributes including more daylight and better sound insulation. And the best part is, with DIRTT interior 

construction, an enterprise has the ability to adapt its workscapes as the business needs change and all 

with far less waste than was ever possible before.  



 

 Dramatic, highly functional and custom branded workscapes can be designed and built in half the time 

and at a lower cost than conventional construction. 

 

 

Since 1996, Workscape has been providing innovative approaches to Pittsburgh’s leading organizations 

from its showroom and Learning Center, minutes from downtown. We’re proud to be pioneers in the 

area of speech privacy solutions, beautiful yet affordable office furniture and agile architecture in the 

region.  

Please visit our 8,000 sf Learning Center to explore the many ways that 

Workscape can improve the quality of your office or institutional space.  

 
Does your workscape reflect your vision? 
 
1900 Lowe Street 
Pittsburgh, PA 15220 
p. 412-920-6300 
f. 412-920-7570 
 www.workscapeinc.com  
 

http://www.workscapeinc.com/

